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C r a c k d o w n  p e r f o r m a n c e

Successfully busting illegal electro-
cution fishing, the Coast Patrol
Corps 3 scores triumph

Article, Photos Liu Ying-lien

S upporting the Coast Guard Administration’s first found of 2005

stepped-up crackdown action, the Coast Patrol Corps 3 of the

Central Coastal Patrol Office has successfully intercepted a fisherman,

Wang XX-wang, engaged in illicit fishing by electric zapping, 50 meters

off the breakwater embankment to the front left of the Shiagueiker watch

station in Da An Township, Taichung County, allegedly violating the

Fishery Law, where the fisherman is placed under arrest and taken back

to the office for further interrogation.

At around 11:00 in the evening of Jan. 19, the suspect Wang XX-

wang has gone down by the Shiagueiker sea embankment attempting

to catch baby eel.  At around 2:30AM in the early morning of the 20th,

Wenliao Inspection office’s corporal inspector Lu Kai-lun has received

a call from corporal Lin Chi-yu, citing that there is a fisherman sus-

pected of engaging in illegal fishing by zapping, and who has immedi-

ately gone down to the incident site at 2:35AM carrying evidence gath-

ering devices.  Upon conducting surveillance and evidence gathering

at the front embankment, the inspector witnesses the fisherman dip-

ping a fish zapping device into the water at 3:20AM, carrying out fish

zapping routine, and who has moved forward alongside corporal Wang

Fu-hsiung to place the fisherman under arrest.  At this point of time,

the suspected fisherman is seen puling electric cord, and is placed un-

der arrest for allegedly violating item 3, part 1 of Article 48 of the Fish-

ery Law, who is caught red-handed and taken back to the Wenliao in-

spection office for initial questioning, and pending further interroga-

tion by the judicial unit of the Coast Patrol Corps 3.
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Tools deployed in illegal electrocution fishing

Fishery catch by the suspects deriving
from illegal electrocution fishing
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The suspect has had many prior fish poisoning and zapping

offenses, and remains adamant during the interrogation process with-

out showing signs of repentance, who repeatedly argues that he merely

tries to draw schools of fish using electric light, and nets are used to

trap the fish, rather than zapping them with electric current.  As to the

bamboo stick and mesh wire strapped with electric cord, which is linked

to a power battery, found at the scene, the suspect argues that it was left

behind from his last fishing expedition, and pays no attention as he

rushes to catch fish hearing from his friends that there are baby eels

around, attempting to circumvent his criminal acts.  Yet, as far as the

fishing pole and fishing net linking to a battery operated by the suspect

and seized on location are concerned, all evidence point to the suspect

to have indeed involved in fish zapping, hence the suspect is placed

under arrest.

During the eel harvesting season, to seize the influx of fish, it is

not uncommon for the fishermen to risk engaging in illicit conducts,

making fish zapping by electric power a common occurrence, a con-

duct that severely jeopardizes the eco-balance, create environmental

pollution, and is resented by all.  With no efforts spared in cracking

down illicit fish zapping incidents, the office’s successfully intercepting

illegal fish zapping early in the year not only serves as a good example

deterring the illicit conduct but also inductive in upholding Taiwan’s

natural ecology intact and beautiful.

(The author is a member of the mobile unit of the Coast Patrol Corps 3.)




